
 

Hiring Process for Supplemental Contracts 
 

Dear Applicant: 
 

Thank you for your interest in a supplemental position within the General McLane School District. So that you 
understand how our hiring process works, we are providing you with the following chronology. 
 

Head Coaches  
1. When a vacancy occurs, it is posted on our website for a two-week period. The posting date and expiration date 

are always included on each posting.  
- We do not advertise positions in the newspaper if we feel we have an adequate applicant pool on file. 
- We will post Head Coach positions on our social media channels.   
- Postings are kept on the website and are only removed once the position has been filled by the Board 

of Education. 
 
2.  At the end of a two-week posting, the GMHS principal and athletic director review the applications to determine  
who to interview.  
 
3. The GMHS principal and athletic director will conduct interviews.  
 
4. The top candidate is recommended and securing proper clearances is initiated.  
 
5. The Board of Education receives the hiring recommendation at the Study Session or Board Meeting.  
 
6. Only the board of education can hire. No hiring is final until board approval is received. 
 
Assistant Coaches  
1. When a vacancy occurs, it is posted on our website for a two-week period. The posting date and expiration date 

are always included on each posting.  
- We do not advertise positions in the newspaper if we feel we have an adequate applicant pool on file. 
- Postings are kept on the website and are only removed once the position has been filled by the Board 

of Education. 
 
2.  At the end of a two-week posting, the Head Coach will review the applications to determine who to interview.  
 
3. The Head Coach will conduct interviews.  
 
4. The top candidate is recommended to the Athletic Director and GMHS principal and securing proper clearances is 
initiated.  
 
5. The Board of Education receives the hiring recommendation at the Study Session or Board Meeting.  
 
6. Only the board of education can hire. No hiring is final until board approval is received. 
 
Academic Coaches  
1. When a vacancy occurs, it is posted on our website for a two-week period. The posting date and expiration date 

are always included on each posting.  
- We do not advertise positions in the newspaper if we feel we have an adequate applicant pool on file. 
- Postings are kept on the website and are only removed once the position has been filled by the Board 

of Education. 
 
2.  At the end of a two-week posting, the building principal reviews the letters, conduct informal interviews if needed 
and determine the best candidate for the position.   
 
3. The top candidate is recommended. 
 
4. The Board of Education receives the hiring recommendation at the Study Session or Board Meeting.  
 
5. Only the board of education can hire. No hiring is final until board approval is received.  
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